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ABSTRACT

The evolution of distributed transaction system has taken the dramatic but positive path towards secure atomic transactions. CORBA services plays an effective role in building distributed systems, especial service is the transactional service. CORBA Transactional service was implemented by lead software companies, companies who are striving to provide solutions to programmers, by providing developers with helping tools. Tools like Jbuilder and C++Builder ease the programmer’s job with implementation by reading the IDL and generating the foundation or so called the skeleton code for making it ready for further implementation by the programmer. Providing such a foundation allows the programmer to only focus on the logic. In this thesis we investigate an innovative way to use XML, as specifications language, for configuring a distributed transactions system based on existing/reusable components. We implement a tool as an interpreter for XML specifications of the transactions system which will generate smart program code; i.e. client/server programs. The generated code includes implementation code which otherwise would be the programmer’s responsibility to implement manually. We then test our tool in two application areas; the Bank Transfer and the Point of Sale.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Owing to the rapid increase in the demand for reliable distributed transaction systems, OMG CORBA Transaction Service specifications came to light for efficient and reliable construction of transaction systems that preserve the ACID\(^1\) properties of its transactions.

Different implementations of OMG CORBA specifications have been presented to the public. The most popular implementations are IONA ORBIX package, Inprise VBroker, and HITACHI TPBroker. As they compete on how to provide complete OMG compliant CORBA services, these companies are trying to provide the best tools that automate some of the work thereby lessening the work for developers.

Using the Interface definition language (IDL) and CORBA Transaction Service developers find it more convenient to build and monitor transactions of a complicated system. Borland provides C++Builder and Jbuilder for Inprise Visigenic as tools to ease the job of the programmer by automatically generating skeletonized code according to the specified IDL. Such tools are helpful if the developer is intending to implement the entire system by him or herself. The development of such a system would include the following steps:

- Generate the IDL specifications written in the Interface Definition Language specific to the CORBA implementation.
- Compile the IDL to generate Stubs and Skeletons for Objects and classes we’re dealing with.
- Implement classes for each interface as necessary.

\(^1\) ACID properties defined in section 2.2 of Chapter 2
• Implement server classes to initiate, and register Objects and listen for request.

• Implement a client class that normally would locate Objects on the ORB and invoke requests on those Objects.

• Compile all implemented classes for a full system ready to be run.

With the increase use and advantages of the Internet Orfali [Orfali98] anticipated that system components pre-implemented and made CORBA compliant would be made available to public where one could download the component and integrate it with one’s existing system. Knowing that we are presenting this thesis to provide easy integration of CORBA compliant components with transactions systems.

**Figure 1 steps for building distributed transactions system**

![Diagram showing steps for building distributed transactions system]

Tools like Jbuilder and C++Builder ease the programmer's job with implementation by reading the IDL and generating the foundation or so-called skeleton code for the interfaces' implementations. Providing such a foundation allows the programmer to only focus on the logic. Figure –3 illustrates sample generated code by JBuilder. Although the tools are very convenient, it still requires the programmer to do a lot of coding him/herself, which could be eliminated with our tool. The aim of this thesis is to improve
on the above tools -specifically JBuilder, as we will be using Java and Visigenic CORBA implementations.

1.1 The Thesis Statement and topics to be investigated

The major motivation of this study concerns an innovative way using XML to configure a distributed transactions system based on available/reusable components. A new system specifications-language is presented in this thesis. Our approach employs XML technology as a means of representing data in a well-formed structure, and Java language to interpret that structure and automatically generate components necessary for building a transaction system. The objectives of our study are the following: to develop partial high-level specification language from core elements of a transactions system. Also to show whether XML usefulness can be extended as a specifications-language in terms of its flexibility, availability and ease of use.

In order to establish that our approach is beneficial we have attempted to study the following questions:

- What are the basic elements that are the essential building blocks in every transactions system?
- How XML is useful in our solution?

To answer this question we have implemented a prototype of a tool that reads XML document and uses a Java Servlet to perform action based on the interpretation of XML data structure provided.
1.2 Thesis Overview

In chapter two the basic concepts of distributed transaction systems are discussed. We also review CORBA technology and specifically CORBA Transaction Service and its functionality. Chapter three discusses the XML technology and its advantages and current uses in the World Wide Web. Chapter four discusses our XML -ITS tool as well as its design and implementation details. Chapter five presents two case studies of transactional systems, and chapter six evaluates the tool and gives the advantages, limitations, and potential future improvement of the tool. Chapter seven holds the conclusion.
Chapter 2 Review of literature

2.1 Distributed Transaction System

Before the evolution of the Internet, transactions were known as operations for commercial applications such as in banking systems. A client accesses an ATM machine to withdraw and deposit some amount of money. The bank transaction of withdraw consists of operations such as subtracting the withdrawn amount from the account balance and displaying the new balance to the client. Recently the term 'transaction' has been extended to suit the widely used and continuously developing distributed systems. Clients are able to access their bank accounts from anywhere in the world in a matter of seconds. More than one server is being involved. The client can access accounts at more than one bank branch at the same time. All this increased complexity introduced new requirements of transactions; transactions that should be reliable, preserve data consistency and should account for failure. Moreover, transactions should either fully commit the changes or effects of operations on saved data or should rollback and undo any changes. Such transactions are called \textit{Atomic}. Atomic transactions provide a mean of ensuring the consistency of data in the presence of concurrency and failure. The ACID properties [section 2.2] add the atomicity property to distributed systems. In addition, transactions can be nested which extend the transaction paradigm by providing for independent failure of subtransactions and supporting the modularity of applications.

Transactions are considered vital for the reliability of distributed applications. In conjunction with the advantages of object-orientation mechanisms, transactions are
thought of as a significant aspect of distributed applications’ productivity and quality of performance.

One of the systems that achieved success in introducing a reliable distributed application to the world is described in Arjuna [Shrivistava95]. The concern of recent studies is concentrated on object-oriented transaction systems that support nested transactions to deal with the rapid increase in distributed applications over heterogeneous distributed environments.

2.2 What is a Transaction?

A transaction as defined by Gray [Gray81] and Mullendar [Mullendar85] a unit of work that has the following ACID properties:

- **Atomic**: either a transaction commits as a whole or not at all (aborts) to preserve consistency of data.
- **Consistent**: the result of a transaction should preserve the consistency of the affected resources.
- **Isolation**: a transaction is expected to have no effects on other transactions.
- **Durable**: effects of a transaction are to be permanent if it completes.

2.3 Types of Transactions

[Coulouris et al. 96] describes two types of distributed transactions; i.e.; a flat transaction, also called a traditional transaction, that accesses one or more servers directly to complete it’s purpose. The second type is the nested transaction that accesses one or more servers that need to access other servers via subtransaction(s) to complete its job. A subtransaction is defined in [NGU93] as:
"... a logical unit of work of the interoperable transaction. Each subtransaction consists of one or more logical unit of operations. An operation is a logical unit of work (atomic) at a particular autonomous agent."

![Diagram of Flat Transaction](image1)

![Diagram of Nested Transaction](image2)

Figure 2 Flat Transaction  Figure 3 Nested Transaction

The coordination between transactions can be modeled as a communication process that has been defined in a two-phase commit protocol [Gray92].

2.4 Two-phase commit protocol

The two-phase commit protocol has been the most commonly used in applications. [Coulouris et al. 96] describes how it works and this description is summarized as follows:

The first server contacted by a client's request is called the coordinator. The coordinator is responsible for committing or rolling back the transaction. It also has the privileges to add and delete servers for the process as needed, and call them workers (referred to as slaves in other papers like [Zhou92]).

The coordinator server keeps track of the involved workers using a Transaction Identifier (TID) besides a server identifier. In a typical transaction-processing scheme the coordinator adds the servers that are interested in processing the transaction. Then it informs those workers that the transaction has begun while asking each of them whether it can commit or not. Each worker then sends back its vote to the coordinator with "yes"
vote if it can commit or a “No” vote if it is unable to commit it’s part. This is called the
casting phase of the two-phase commit protocol and it ends when the coordinator collects
the votes from all the workers involved.
In the second phase, called the commitment phase, the coordinator decides on an action
to be taken. That is, if the all workers send a vote in favor to commit, the coordinator
sends them an order to commit the transaction. However, if at least one of the workers
has voted against the commitment of the transaction the coordinator has to send an order
to all workers to abort.

The two-phase commit protocol is effective and fault tolerant under the worst cases
where it might face a successive number of failures and still guarantee transaction completion.

2.5 Interoperable Transactions

A transaction could span more than one server accessing multi database systems
[Ngu93]. Such a transaction should be an interoperable transaction also called a
distributed transaction.

A distributed transaction on heterogeneous distributed systems needs to preserve its
ACID properties and specifically its atomicity.

Portability and interoperability among heterogeneous distributed systems are of recent
concern in industry, hence application-independent semantics are being subject for
standardization to enhance application development and productivity [Wong97].

Tarr and Sutton addressed the problem of interoperability in transaction models, and the
role of the programming languages in providing the necessary features that facilitates
transaction processing interoperability. They introduce two approaches for interoperability: the centralized and the decentralized approaches.

The centralized approach tends to rely on either standardized representations or shared central interfaces or services, i.e.; the use of a central transaction manager facilitating interoperability. This approach has many drawbacks. An observation made by Tarr and Sutton is:

"none of the centralized approaches are themselves sufficient to support atomicity of heterogeneous transactions....... Standardizing on a single transaction model for individual languages and/or heterogeneous transactions limits the extent to which heterogeneity can be accommodated, both among the individual and the heterogeneous transaction model. Accommodating existing languages and applications also becomes difficult."

For the above disadvantages, the authors redirected their research to the decentralized approach. The decentralized approach eliminates the limitations of the centralized approach since it requires transaction models to provide flexible control over the ACID properties that they support. It therefore provides the flexibility required to define multiple heterogeneous transactions.

Three main communication styles exist to facilitate distributed transactions; dialogue, RPC calls and messages. The most popular and the most commonly used is the RPC calls on which most of distributed applications and transaction services are based.
2.6 OMG CORBA

Object Management Group which is a consortium of about 600 computing-companies has suggested the Common Object request Broker (CORBA) architecture and specifications in an attempt to solve the rapidly growing networks and the Internet. CORBA’s main purpose is to provide interoperability among different software in a distributed environment. Objects from different worlds speaking different languages would be able to communicate in a common language or media, which is the Object Request Broker ORB. Using Interface Definition Language (IDL), the object can advertise its services in a contract of an interface to the entire system it is participating in. Each object would present an interface, which is isolated from the object’s implementation. Basic Object Adapter (BOA) resides on top of the ORB’s communication services instantiating server objects/classes, passing request to them and assigning Object Ids – called object references. The BOA also registers the classes and their run-time instances with an Interface Repository IR in the ORB exposing them to all components of the system, (which is an ideal solution for distributed systems). In other words, Inter-ORB communication is the key feature that gives CORBA its unparalleled flexibility. A client and object implementation may:

- Reside on different vendor’s ORBs;
- on different platforms;
- on different operating system;
- and be written in different programming languages by programmers who never met.
And yet they still interoperate perfectly as long as client and object use the same IDL syntax and underlying semantics.

All the programmers need is a copy of the IDL file, the description of each operation and an object reference. Then integrating the third party software components with locally implement objects, programmer’s job becomes easier if they provide IDL interfaces.

![Diagram of Request passing from the client to the Object through ORB](image)

**Figure 4 Request passing from the client to the Object through ORB**

OMG’s CORBA services (Trading, Naming, Lifecycle, Persistence, Event, Timing, and Transaction Service) provide system-level services needed by almost any object-based system discussed in section (2.7).

The major CORBA vendors are Inprise, Hitachi, Iona, and BEA. Each of these vendors were given the freedom to provide their independent implementation of CORBA services as long as it is compliant with OMG CORBA services specifications. The following section describes CORBA services, while section (2.8) discusses the Object Transaction Service OTS of CORBA services on which this thesis is focused.
2.7 CORBA Services

CORBA is a communication infrastructure between distributed objects, however, it is available from over 20 vendors, and it also supports Microsoft operating systems. CORBA provides a set of services such as:

- Concurrency Control that protects the integrity of data.
- Event Service that supports the notification of interested parties when program-defined events occur.
- Naming service that associates objects with references.
- Transaction service that protects the ACID\(^2\) property of transactions; atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability.
- Persistence
- Trading
- Timing

OrbixOTS and OrbixOTM, HitachiTPBroker, BEA M3 are Vendor products that support CORBA services and specifications.

OMG CORBA specification [CORBAOTS 97] describes a communication infrastructure for distributed applications in an object-oriented manner. The client/server structure of this architecture is nearly transparent to the applications. The call for an object is passed through an environment that facilitates the communication between different remote systems. Currently companies are looking for a reliable intelligent pipe that provides communication between their distributed different business objects,

\(^2\) Refer to section 1.1 of this paper for more on ACID properties of a transaction
especially when remote transactions are involved and are very critical to the success of the company. The most promising in the current days is the OMG CORBA OTS.

2.8 Why OTS?

CORBA separates the Transaction Service from other services. The main goal for separating the Transaction service from other services as in [OMGCORBA 97]:

```
- To allow transactions to include multiple separately defined ACID objects.
- To allow objects from the object world communicating with objects from a non-object world.
```

The following is a brief on the transaction service called Object Transaction Service OTS.

2.9 Object Transaction Service (OTS)

The purpose of the CORBA OTS is to support the synchronization between distributed applications such as Client/Server applications. It defines interfaces that allow distributed objects to communicate and preserve atomicity. Allowing multiple object to be involved in multiple requests. OTS functionality also involves operations to control the context and the duration of a transaction, combine internal changes of object states within a transaction as well as operations for the coordination of the two-phase protocol at the end of a transaction.
2.10 CORBA OTS Specifications scenario

A client registers with the OTS if it desires to begin a transaction. The OTS returns a Transaction Context. This Transaction Context is associated with each client’s request and shared by other client requests associated with the same transaction, it is also propagated to all transaction objects participating in the transaction.

The transaction can be completed in either one of the following ways:

- The transaction originator – (here this is the same as the client), issues a commit command and the OTS takes care of committing the entire transaction if all participants agree; otherwise, the transaction is rolled back,

- Any component in the application can commit the transaction, if it has the authority to do so.

- The transaction times out.

OTS supports both flat and nested transactions. Figure 5 shows the role of OTS in a transaction between a client, a server and a Database. The following section describes the ITS components in detail.

![Diagram of ITS in action](image)
2.11 Components of the OTS

[OMGCORBA 97] classifies OTS components as objects, protocols and servers:

*Transaction Client:* a program that can invoke operations of many transactional objects in a single transaction.

*Transactional Object:* an object whose behavior, invoked within the scope of its state, is affected by the invoked transaction, it is also called persistent data. A non-transactional object; however, is one whose state is not affected by any invoked transaction.

Since the object has the choice to support transactional behavior, to implement such behavior the object must participate in certain protocols defined by OTS. These protocols are necessary to ensure that all participants in a transaction speak the same language and thus, agree on the same outcome; i.e. to commit or abort and to recover from failures. An object whose data is affected by either decision is called a *Recoverable Object.* Object participating in a transaction must register as resources in the transaction service.

*Transaction Servers:* a collection of one or more objects whose behavior is affected by a transactions but have no recoverable state of their own. Such objects implement the transaction changes using other recoverable objects. The transaction servers do not participate in the commit request however they do in the abort request.

*Recoverable Servers:* a collection of objects of which at least one is a recoverable object, they participate in the protocols by registering resource objects in the ORB.
2.12 OTS functionality

[OMGCORBA 97] outlines OTS functionality as providing operations to:

- Control the scope and duration of a transaction
- Allow multiple objects to be involved in a single, atomic transaction
- Allow objects to associate changes in their internal state with a transaction
- Coordinate the completion of transactions.

2.13 Interoperability in OTS Systems

The interoperability of the OTS is influenced by the interoperability of the ORB systems. ORB domains cooperate via protocols such as Interoperable Internet ORB protocol IIOP, or Environment Specific Inter-ORB Protocol ESIOP. A transaction manager in one of these domains can control the resource objects beyond its ORB domain [Kunkelmann et al. 97] [Grasso97] [Siegel 96].

2.14 CosTransactions Module

CosTransactions Module defines OMG specifications for CORBA Transaction Service functionality. It was implemented by CORBA third party such as Inprise Visigenic who added extra methods to the Interface to make even more flexible and usable to the programmer. Appendix D is a list of CosTransactions Module and its interfaces.
Chapter 3 XML Technology

3.1 What is XML?

Extensible Markup Language XML was developed by W3C the (World Wide Web Consortium) is an ideal data format for storing structured and semi-structured text intended for dissemination and ultimate publication on a variety of media. It was developed to overcome the limitations of HTML and its strict tags [Bradley 2000]. With XML developer can create his/her own tags, structure documents and data, using user named tags, in other words, self-describing tags. Such tags can be located, extracted, manipulated as desired.

An XML document has a logical structure in which information is divided into named units and sub-units called Elements. The document syntax can be validated by an XML parser. Also, the document structure can be validated, against a Document Type Definition DTD. The DTD defines elements that are allowed in the document. It defines elements, their type, sub-elements, and how the elements should be logically structured in the document. A well-formed XML document must conform to the specifications set in the DTD without syntax or logical errors [Floyd 98].

3.2 Uses of XML

XML has the potential to be a suitable format for exchanging data between two programs, such as Electronic Data Interchange EDI and general meta-data applications. Netscape Meta-Content Framework MCF is a proposal for an XML-based standard to describe information about information (meta-data). Microsoft XML-data is a proposed XML schema for defining and documenting object classes. Resource Description
Framework by W3C for better search engines capabilities and cataloguing the content of a web site.

XML can be used to exchange data with relational database systems. Data can be collected from different database tables and presented in any desired structure. XML tags may be a representation of columns, records and fields of tables in the database. XML is also used to identifying complex data structures that may never be viewed or printed. Such task for XML is utilized by SMIL the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language. SMIL employs XML to identify and mange presentation of files containing text, images, sound and video, to create multi-media presentation [Brad2000]. XML can is used to mark up semi-structured documents, such as references works, training guides, technical manuals, catalogues, journals, and reports. Documents can include hypertext links with XLink\(^3\) and XPointer\(^4\), also formatting output with XSL and XSLT or CSS. Two popular programming APIs: SAX and DOM.

3.3 XML & Modeling tools

Modeling tools like Rational Rose has added to its suite of products the XML technology. Rational Rose provides visualization, modeling and tools for XML documents that use document type definition (DTD). To support mapping XML to UML, Rose extends UML with stereotypes for XML elements, attribute lists, entities and notations. An example follows:

Rose \textless \text{DTDElement} \textgreater maps a \textless !ELEMENT \textgreater from the DTD.

\footnote{An adjunct standard to XML that defines specifications to hypertext linking.}
\footnote{A standard that complements XLink to allow links to objects with significant contextual location.}
Forward-Engineering can generate XML DTD from a Rose ‘logic view’ design model after assigning a stereotype to the class and setting its type and multiplicity property.

The visual model of the XML DTD can help the developer view the structure of the XML document as a class diagram in Rose XML DTD. Element definition can be added, or removed. The XML DTD model created can also be checked for syntax errors by Rose syntax checker. The tool supports reverse-engineering as well. A DTD document can be reversed into a Rose class diagram via reverse-engineering.

3.4 XML & CORBA

OMG started incorporating XML into several proposed CORBA specification. XML is the core for another standard XMI or XML Metadata Interchange which is a way of interchanging meta data between modeling tools and meta data repositories based on Meta Object Facility MOF standard [OMG 2000].

The two technologies XML and CORBA were developed separately to serve distributed systems however, they can work together as described in [Simha & Russell 99] summarized as follows:

Simha and Russell introduce three approaches to make XML serve CORBA. First they mention a simple approach which is passing an XML document to a CORBA Object which involves converting the whole XML document into a string. This approach was found to be inefficient in use of space and time and of being not type safe.

The second approach is mapping XML to IDL using value types. This approach seems to be a better one as it aims at using CORBA to implement value types that represent as much types of the DOM API as possible.
The third approach aims at mapping XML to CORBA IDL. This approach takes advantage of the IDL types existing. It involves mapping XML document into CORBA types before any operation is invoked, and convert CORBA types back to XML document when received by the receiving object. With this approach the semantics of the XML document are preserved as they are translated into CORBA structures. In brief, an XML element is mapped to CORBA struct, while an attribute is mapped to a string as member of the structure. Simha and Russel [Simha & Russell 99] provide examples of which is the following: Mapping XML to IDL

```xml
<element color = 'green'> // Start tag with an attribute color
</element>               // End tag
```

The above would be mapped into CORBA code as follows:

```c
struct element
{
    string color;
}
```

An object that takes an XML document as input is defined in IDL as follows:

```idl
Interface MyObject
{
    void invoke(Any xmldocument)
}
```

Mapping IDL to XML DTD would be as in the following example:

```xml
Struct Quantity
{
    float _value;
};
```

Mapped to a DTD as:

```xml
<!ELEMENT Quantity>
And an XML document as:

<Quantity>1000</Quantity>

This approach is type-safe and network efficient.

The latter approach inspired our attempt to integrate XML with CORBA beyond the above mentioned approaches to assist in building distributed systems and specifically distributed transaction systems. Our approach aims at using XML as a specifications language for transaction systems translated to generate CORBA code. The following Chapter explains.

3.5 XML Parser vs JAVA CUP Parser

Since we are working with JAVA and system specifications formed as grammar we came across JAVA CUP and its ability to generate JAVA parsers for a BNF grammar. JAVA CUP is Java Based Constructor of Useful Parsers. CUP is a system for generating LALR(1)\(^5\) parsers from simple specifications. It serves the same role as the widely used program YACC\(^6\) and in fact offers most of the features of YACC, however, CUP is written in Java. It uses specifications including embedded Java code, and produces parsers, which are implemented in Java.

Using CUP involves creating a simple specification based on the grammar for which a parser is needed, along with construction of a scanner capable of breaking characters up into meaningful tokens (such as keywords, numbers, and special symbols).

\(^5\) Look Ahead Left Recursive, the (1) indicates that this approach is limited to a single token.

\(^6\) A program that takes a concise description of a grammar and produces a C routine that can parse the grammar, a parser.
For our use a parser generated using JAVA CUP would be for our specific grammar (system specifications grammar). However, XML was found to have its own parsers.

Using XML gives the opportunity to reuse its pre-implemented parser(s), and manipulate its language and tags to form a grammar. XML parsers have been implemented by multiple vendors, each providing a rich library for the parser, it gives us the flexibility to implement our tool using any XML Parser desired. Some of the available well-known parsers are listed below:

- Xerces the Apache XML Project,
- XML4J the IBM's XML Parser for Java,
- Java Project X. Sun's JavaSoft's XML Parser,
- Oracle XML Parser,
- XMLBooster by XMLBooster,
- SXP the Silfide XML Parser
- MSXML by Microsoft
- DXP DataChannel XML Parser (DXP) by DataChannel and Microsoft embedded in Explorer5.0

Also, Writing XML grammar doesn't require special expertise with BNF grammar like Java Cup grammar would. The use of tag based language such as XML was found sufficient to express the core elements of transactions system in a partial system specifications. XML introduces wild cards like "*", "+" and "?" which adds to its power compared to a BNF grammar. Wild cards eliminate the need for the grammar writer to
think of each and every scenario and try avoid ambiguity, providing also a more concise grammar.

XML's interoperability was also a motivation to use XML for our thesis. As mentioned in section (3.3 - XML & Modeling tools) Rational Rose is one of the applications that support XML. An XML DTD created for our tool can be reverse-engineered with Rational Rose to view the classes/objects visually. As well as, a forward engineering of a class diagram can generate an XML DTD document for our tool. Overall XML language is easy to read and to construct, and many tools are available for that purpose; such as, full suites like Visual XML by Bluestone software, includes a parser, and a graphical editor [xml.com]. Other XML editors such as Microsoft XML Notepad, which offers an intuitive and simple user interface that graphically represents the tree structure of XML data [msdn.microsoft.com].
Chapter 4 Our approach

In our approach we take the development of a transactions system to a higher level by introducing a high-level specifications for the core elements of the system. The aim is to automatically generate standard and common code to any transactions system in addition to some of the implementation code knowing partial specifications of the system. The high level specifications would be automatically translated into CORBA-JAVA code, generating the Server and the Client, assuming the implementation is ready made by a vendor. Having in mind that the vendor had tailored his/her products to be CORBA compliant.

4.1 Overview

Providing a high-level specification-language that would allow the designer to define the under developed system’s requirements. The specifications would be stated in an XML document. Each Object would be tagged as an <Element>. The XML would then be parsed and validated against an XML schema or Data Definition Document containing production rules. Production rules are laws for the parser to follow when validating specifications in XML documents.

In case the validation was successful a tree of the structure of the specifications would be generated and displayed to the designer. A Java servlet using SUN’s XML parser is used to access the parsed tree nodes determining each element’s name and value. The Java servlet would then locate the Listener Objects so they can be registered with the ORB in a Server Program. Likewise, the Java servlet would identify the Transactions to be invoked from the Client Program. At the end of the process we will have generated
Client/Server Java programs which would require minimum modifications before they can be compiled and run. See figure 6 below.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6 XML tool, the big picture**

### 4.2 Choice of CORBA Transaction Service Implementation

This thesis uses Visigenic ITS first, for its availability for the experiment and second, for it is a reputable product for its ease of use and its reliability.

ITS is an implementation of the OMG CORBA Transactions Service. ITS version 3.0 unfortunately does not include the implementation for handling nested transactions, which limits our research to flat transactions.
4.3 Specifications Language

We chose to define partial specifications of a transactional system capturing only its core elements and structure. Partial specifications were sufficient to generate the standard and common code for a transactions system. On the other hand, the complexity of defining a full specification language contradicts the goal and purpose of this thesis. Defining full specifications for a transactions system is cumbersome to designers as well as to developers. It is more adequate instead to build the system manually and avoid such complexity.

Defining the specifications of a transactions system is the first step to building such a system. With the specifications language we define objects, such as listener objects, the relationships between objects and transactions. According to Backus-Normal Form BNF grammar, we define a set of terminals, a set of nonterminals and a series of production rules. A nonterminal is defined in a production rule, while a terminal is a symbol in the language being defined. In a production rule, a nonterminal on the left-hand side, known as the left part, is defined in terms of sequence of nonterminals, and terminals on the right-hand side known as the right part.

In the following set of production rules in BNF-form, Specs is a non-Terminal while Method is a Terminal.

Terminal:= ObjectName, Method, ReturnType
Specs: PackageName, Propagation, CurrentRef, ListenerObject, ClientObject, Commit |
  PackageName, ListenerObject |
  PackageName, ListenerObject, Tx |
  ListenerObject, Commit |
  ListenerObject, Tx, Commit |
ListenerObject

Propagation: Implicit | Explicit | ExplicitToImplicit | ImplicitToExplicit
CurrentRef: VITS | OMG
ListenerObject: ObjectName, Tx, BindwithObject |
   ObjectName, Tx |
   ObjectName, BindwithObject
BindwithObject: ObjectName, Tx |
   ObjectName
ClientObject: ObjectName, Tx
Tx: ReturnType, Method |
   Method | String
ReturnType: float | int | String | Object | void | any | boolean
Method: String
ObjectName: string

|: ‘OR’ for optional forms of specifications.

Method: indicates the Object’s method to be invoked by the client on the Object.

The same specification could be presented in the following form:

Specs: PackageName\textsuperscript{0-1}, Propagation\textsuperscript{1}, CurrentRef\textsuperscript{0-1},ListenerObject \textsuperscript{1-\ast}, Object\textsuperscript{0-\ast}, Commit\textsuperscript{0-1}
ListenerObject: ObjectName\textsuperscript{1-\ast}, (Tx\textsuperscript{0-\ast} | BindwithObject\textsuperscript{0-\ast})
BindwithObject: ObjectName\textsuperscript{1-\ast}, Tx \textsuperscript{0-\ast}
ObjectName: ObjectName\textsuperscript{1-\ast}, Tx\textsuperscript{0-\ast}
ObjectName: Tx
Tx: ReturnType, Method\textsuperscript{1-\ast} | String
ReturnType: float | int | string | ObjectName | void

Method: string

0-\ast: indicates that it is allowed to have zero or more instances of an element.

1-\ast: indicates that it is allowed to have at least one or more instances of an element.
| : indicates 'OR' for acceptable alternative forms of specifications.

Method: indicates the Object’s method to be invoked by the client on the Object.

Other specifications can be included, such as:

System property such as; ORBServices: OMG | Visigenic


4.4 XML as specifications language media

We use XML as specifications language media for its ability to parse data structure against production rules specified in a DTD document.

4.5 XML DTD

XML Document Type Definition DTD sets the production rules to be followed by an XML parser. The BNF production rules, in other words, grammar presented in the earlier section can be stated in a DTD document as follows starting with Specs as the root element:

```xml
<!DOCTYPE Specs [ 
<!ELEMENT Specs (package, Propagation, CurrentRef?, ListenerObject*, Object?, Commit*)> 
<!ENTITY Implicit "Implicit"> 
<!ENTITY Explicit "Explicit"> 
<!ENTITY OMG "OMG"> 
<!ENTITY VITS "VITS"> 
<!ELEMENT Propagation (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST Propagation type (Implicit | Explicit) "Implicit"> 
<!ELEMENT CurrentRef (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST CurrentRef type (OMG | VITS) "OMG"> 
<!ELEMENT ListenerObject (#PCDATA | Tx | BindWithObject)*>
```
<!ENTITY jdk "java"/>

<?: indicates that it is allowed to have zero or more instances of an element.

*: indicates that it is allowed to have at least one or more instances of an element.

#PCDATA: indicates a string or text.

The following shows a tree structure of an XML document, for a point of sale application (POS), which adheres to the above DTD rules:

<Specs>
  <package>POS</package>
    <Propagation type = "Implicit"/></Propagation>
    <CurrentRef type = "OMG"></CurrentRef>
  <ListenerObject name = "Store">store</ListenerObject>
  <ListenerObject name = "StoreAccess ">storeaccess
    <Tx>
      <Method>FindPrice()</Method>
    </Tx>
  </ListenerObject>
</Specs>
<Tx>
  <ReturnType type = "float">STotals</ReturnType>
  <Method>GetStoreTotals()</Method>
</Tx>
</ListenerObject>

<ListenerObject name = "Tax">taxObj
  <Tx>
    <ReturnType type = "float">tax</ReturnType>
    <Method>calculateTax(Amt)</Method>
  </Tx>
</ListenerObject>
<Object>Visa
  <Tx>
    <Method>GetBalance()</Method>
  </Tx>
</Object>
</Commit>yes</Commit>
</Specs>

4.6 The Interpreter

The Interpreter is a Java servlet which consist of a Translator, an XMLParser, ServerWriter class, and a ClientWriter class. The following sections will explain the functionality of each.

4.7 XML Parser

A parser is required to validate the specifications and identify data elements syntactically and semantically. Syntactically, by ensuring the XML tags are accurately stated. And semantically, by parsing the XML document tags against the DTD document. Making sure the specifications are well formed.
4.8 The Specs Translator / Events Handler

The Translator is the lexical scanner that reads the XML document and initiates an instance of the XMLParser class. The XMLParser’s main functionality is to parse the XML tags one by one and handle events accordingly. Each tag in the XML document represents an important element of the system’s specification and should be handled carefully. An instance of a ServerWriter is initiated besides a ClientWriter object instance.

Unlike BNF parsers like YACC the lack of look-ahead mechanism with XML was faced in the implementation of the parser of the prototype. Look-ahead parsers are used to evaluate an expressions while parsing. With our XML grammar evaluation of expressions was unnecessary since the grammar is used to to overcome the limitation and to determine the element ahead of time we had to use a two-pass technique to parse the specifications. In the first pass we locate system property tags and listener objects to register them with the orb. In the second pass we locate the object’s methods to be invoked and on which object to be invoked.

XML tags are translated into appropriate corba java code and printed to either client.java or server.java files. Details of such translation is as follows:

The first tag encountered in the specifications would be <Specs>. It indicates the beginning of the user specifications and the root element of the tree structure.

<Specs>

As stated in section (4.3) consists of several other elements (Package, Propagation, CurrentRef, ListenerObject, Commit) each explained later in this section.
A CORBA application usually has its source code located in a common directory as a package. In other words, the Package is where the skeletons generated from the IDL reside, as well as where the Objects’ implementations can be found. Therefore, <Package> tag triggers the generation of code:

Import PackageName.*; into both the server and the client programs.

<Propagation>

ITS manages transactions by propagating transaction context to objects participating in the transactions. Usually the transaction originator is provided a transaction context immediately after transaction initiation on an object. The ITS provides the context and associates it with the working thread. With <Propagation> tag the user is given the freedom in our specifications to choose between implicit propagation and explicit propagation of transaction context. It was challenging to decide on how to present the available choice to the user. Therefore, we chose to declare those choices as !ENTITY. An XML entity can hold a constant and can be referenced in the XML document/user specifications with “&entitiname;”.

Implicit propagation; Indirectly pass the transaction context via ITS to the participating objects in the transaction using Current Object and its methods. As we will see later in tag <CurrentRef>.
<Explicit> propagation: directly pass the transaction context as a parameter in the method of the participating object using Coordinator / Terminator Objects and their methods to control the transaction and its context. Basically it would look like this:

Control_Var control;

Terminator_var newTranTerminator;

Coordinator_var newTranCoordinator;

NewTranTerminator = control.get_terminator();

NewTranCoordinator = control.get_coordinator();

And control would be passed as transaction context in the method parameter of the object that allows it as in:

Bank.get_account(accountname, control);

<ImplicitToExplicit> and <ExplicitToImplicit>

The designer may choose to switch between Implicit and explicit propagation, therefore, a new tag was provided for that purpose; <ImplicitToExplicit> and <ExplicitToImplicit> tags. Implicit to Explicit obtains a control object reference by suspending current and obtaining a control object with current.get_control() function. To change from explicit propagation to implicit current.resume() would do the trick.

The reason sometimes the user would like to switch between the two types of propagating the transaction context depends on the object’s implementation, some objects were built to be passed transaction context as a parameter of their methods.
In case user's choice was to use implicit propagation to gain access to an ITS-managed transaction we have to obtain an object reference to the Current Object. The following describes the steps to obtain a Current Object reference:

1. Call the ORB resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");
2. Narrow the returned object to either;

Again to give the user options to choose from, !ENTITY type was used. OMG and VITS are declared as entities in DTD and to be referenced in the user specifications as desired.

**<OMG>** A tag used to indicate user's choice of using CosTransactions::Current specifying the intention to use the original set of methods of CosTransactions Module which is OMG compliant.

```java
org.omg.CORBA.Object
obj = orb.resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");
org.omg.CosTransactions.Current
    current = org.omg.CosTransactions.CurrentHelper.narrow(obj);
```

**<VITS>** VISTransactions::Current specifying the intention to use the additional set of methods Visigenic provides over the original CosTransactions module.

```java
org.omg.CORBA.Object
obj = orb.resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");
org.visigenic.VISTransactions.Current
    current = org.visigenic.VISTransactions.CurrentHelper.narrow(obj);
```
Therefore, we introduced an XML tag or element `<CurrentRef>` to allow designer flexibility in implementation as mentioned earlier.

**<ListenerObject>**

If a `ListenerObject` tag is encountered we write it out to the server program in the correct logic and syntax needed to register this Object in the ORB. To give the user the choice of variable names and instance references an attribute list `!ATTLIST` was used to associate an attribute name to listener object indicating its class type, while the value set between the start tag and end tag indicates the instance name/reference holder.

Create an instance of the object and register it in the ORB as follows:

```java
Obj_A instance_LO_a = new Obj_A();
Boa.obj_is_ready(instance_LO_a);
```

**<BindWithObject>**

When a `BindWithObject` is encountered as a child of `ListenerObject` we register the `BindWithObject` with the ORB with a reference to the `ListenerObject` to be associated with it as follows:

```java
Obj_A instance_LO_a = Obj_Ahelper.bind(orb, b_ref);
Obj_B i instance_LO_b = new Obj_Bimpl(b_ref);
Boa.is_ready(instance_b);
```

Where `b_ref` is the object name specified by the user.
A Tx could be a method to be invoked on the Listener Object instance and associated with its parent ListenerObject tag, or it could be a child of the BindWithObject tag. Either case the generated code should use the correct instance of either objects.

<Tx> may consists of the following tags:

<ReturnType> determines if the method/function has a return type if the tag exists, otherwise the method doesn’t return any value.

<Method> a string of the operation/method to be invoked.

<Object> If the parent of <Tx> is the tag <Specs> it indicates that the transactions to be invoked are not directly on a listening objects but probably on a delegated object or an object in the instantiated in the client program as we will see in the Bank prototype section (5.1).

<ReturnType>

An operation could return a value of a certain type, a string, float, boolean, the return value could also be a reference to an instance of an object.

ReturnType has an attribute type in which to specify the type of the return value. It also holds a value, which is a variable to declare the data type with.

Ex: <ReturnType type = “String”>str </ReturnType>

<Method>

Method a tag to represent the object method to be invoked as a string. The interpreter writes the method out as a string, to the client program as specified in the <Tx> subtag <Method> as follows:
ReturnType var = instance_LO_a.Tx();

The declaration of a method was a challenge as it would open a whole new door on the implementation, it tends to shift the focus from the ITS specifications into java language interpretation and variable declaration which was decided to be left for future work.

<Object>

Some objects methods can be invoked from the client program they either need not be registered with the orb on the server, or they belong to other objects who are responsible to register them with the orb. The difficulty here lies in the question of how to specify these non-listening objects in the specification and handle it in the interpreter. We use <Object> to associate the method with its object and avoid the interpreter from confusing it with the listener object.

<Tx>

<Object>acc1</Object>

<Method>Debit(Amt)</Method>

</Tx>

4.9 SeverWriter Class and ClientWriter Class

The ServerWriter and the ClientWriter classes are special classes that write out code for each event or element in the XML document. An instance of each of the classes is created in the XMLParser to be able to access their functions and methods. Each code segment that should be included in the Server or Client programs is represented by a method of a class as listed in the following subsections. Figure 7 is a logical view created by Rational Rose modeling tool.
Figure 7 Rational Rose class diagram of the system/Logical view

4.9.1 ServerWriter Class

InitOrb() generates code necessary to:

- set ORBServices to include CosTransactions service, and
- initialize the ORB, and
- activates the BOA\(^7\).

RegisterObject(ObjectName) generates code necessary to:

\(^7\) Basic Object Adapter BOA is defined in section 2.6
• Create an object instance, and
• register an Object’s instance with the ORB

4.9.2 ClientWriter Class

InitOrb generates code necessary to:
• Set ORBServices to include CosTransactions service, and
• initialize the ORB, and
• Activate the BOA.

LocateObject(ObjectName) generates code necessary to:
• Locate the Object that’s been listening and waiting for requests on the ORB.

OMGCurrent() generates code necessary to:
• get Current Object reference of OMG Current interface without Visigenic additional methods.

VITSCurrent() generates code necessary to:
• get Current Object reference of Visigenic Current Interface with its new methods.

Coordinator() function generates code necessary to propagate explicitly the transaction context to the participating Object, which involves the following steps:
• get a control Object reference
• get Coordinator Object Reference
• get Terminator Object Reference

Appendix ‘A’ lists the program code for all classes presented earlier, i.e; Translator.java, XMLParser.java, ClientWriter.java and ServerWriter.java.
Chapter 5 Prototype

5.1 Case study: Bank Transfer example

To identify the Listener Objects that are to be registered with the Orb on the Server side and the transactions and objects to be on the Client side we thought of a specification language and a program that interprets those specifications.

In our example Storage and Bank are Listener Object and for us to invoke transactions on these objects they have to be listening on the server side.

Analyzing the application we’ve identified Storage as the database object that could handle more than one Bank provided that it is a distributed system we are dealing with. Therefore, the Storage Object should be first initialized and the Bank Object(s) is to bind with the storage on the same ORB, also to allow Bank Object to use Storage Object functions to access the database. All that would be handled by the Bank and Storage implementations.

As stated earlier <Specs> is the root element with sub elements defined in a tree structure. A Listener Object is defined as an element with its own subelements defined in sublevels. The name of the element is referred to as ‘TagName’ and is in this case <Specs>, <Listener Object>, <BindwithObject>, <Tx>, etc.

User’s specifications language of a system typically would be like the following example as an XML document:

```xml
<Specs>
  <package>quickstart</package>
    <Propagation type = "Implicit"></Propagation>
    <CurrentRef type = "OMG"></CurrentRef>
    <ListenerObject name = "Storage">myStorage
```
<BindWithObject name = "Bank">myBank
  <Tx>
    <ReturnValue type = "Account">acc1</ReturnValue>
    <Method>Get_Account()</Method>
  </Tx>
</BindWithObject>
</ListenerObject>

<Tx>
  <Object>acc1</Object>
  <Method>Debit(Amt)</Method>
</Tx>
<Commit>yes</Commit>
</Specs>

Such specifications can easily be included in the DTD document, the tool interpreter would have to have the logic to handle them as well.

A Bank can handle more than one account and each account could handle more than one banking transaction.

According to the user’s specifications above Quickstart is the package name where the skeletons and stubs for the application are located.

Propagation type specified is Implicit indicated the use of Current Interface to manage the transactions.

To get a Current Object Reference the user has specified VITS tag which indicates the user’s choice of Visigenic Current Interface as mentioned in section (4.8) of Chapter 4.

```java
org.omg.CORBA.Object Obj = orb.resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");
org.visigenic.VISTransactions.Current current
  = org.visigenic.VISTransactions.CurrentHelper.narrow(obj); 
current.begin();
```

Listener Object to register in the ORB would be Storage, and Bank Objects.
Storage is an object that handles the connection with the database as well as the access to records in the database. StorageServer was assumed to have been given since it requires special handling of code depending on the database type.

Bank Object is implemented to get a reference to stored accounts by name upon request by the client. Bank object has to be registered with the ORB to be made available to the clients for transaction invocations.

```xml
<ListenerObject name = "Storage">myStorage
  <BindWithObject name = "Bank">myBank
...
```

The generated code would be in Server.java file as:

```java
Storage myStorage = StorageHelper.bind(orb,"myBank");
Bank myBank = new BankImpl("myBank",orb);
```

As Bank Object creates an instance of Account Object to which the client should have a reference to be able to access its methods such as debit() and credit().

```xml
<Tx>
  <ReturnValue type = "Account">acc1</ReturnValue>
  <Method>Get_Account()</Method>
</Tx>

</BindWithObject>
</ListenerObject>
```

The generated code would be in the Client.java file as follows:

```java
try{
    Account acc1 = myBank.Get_Account();
}catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}
```
Since there is an Account Object that Bank instantiates in the Client program, the specifications should include the operations to be invoked on Account object Debit or Credit. The operation is enclosed in <Tx> tag with child tag <Object> indicates the instance or reference name of the responsible object on which the transaction to be invoked. In the following, acc1 is an Account instance created by the Bank’s operation Get_account as mentioned above. <Object> tag to identify acc1 as the object for which Debit() function is a member function.

<Tx>
  <Object>acc1</Object>
  <Method>Debit(Amt)</Method>
</Tx>

<Tx>
  <Object>acc2</Object>
  <Method>Credit(Amt)</Method>
</Tx>

the generated code would be the following:

try{
    acc1.Debit(Amt);
    }catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}

try{
    acc2.Credit(Amt);
    }catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}

At the end of specs the user specified the command to commit the transactions performed earlier.

<Commit>yes<Commit>

The code generated is:

    commit = true;
if (commit) {
    System.out.println("Transaactoin Commited");
    current.commit(false);
}
else {
    System.out.println(" Rolling Back Tx ");
    current.rollback();
}

Appendix ‘B’ a listing of the generated code in Client.java and Server.java files.

5.2 Case Study 2 – Point of Sale Application (POS)

The tool was tested on several other application of which was Point of Sale application.

The following shows a tree structure of an XML document, for a point of sale application POS, which adheres to the above DTD rules:

<Specs>
<package>POS</package>
    <Propagation type = "Implicit"></Propagation>
    <CurrentRef type = "OMG"></CurrentRef>
    <ListenerObject name = "Store">store</ListenerObject>
    <ListenerObject name = "StoreAccess ">storeaccess
    <Tx>
        <Method>FindPrice()</Method>
    </Tx>
    <Tx>
        <ReturnType type = "float">STots</ReturnType>
        <Method>GetStoreTotals()</Method>
    </Tx>
</Specs>
<ListenerObject name = "Tax">taxObj
   <Tx>
      <ReturnType type ="float">tax</ReturnType>
      <Method>calculateTax(Amt)</Method>
   </Tx>
</ListenerObject>
<Object>Visa
   <Tx>
      <Method>GetBalance()</Method>
   </Tx>
</Object>
<Commit>yes</Commit>
</Specs>

Appendix 'C' is a listing of the system classes and generated code for this application.
CHAPTER 6 Tool Evaluation

6.1 Advantages of our tool

Both client and server programs for a Transactions system can be generated from partial system specifications. The implementation code generated is a step ahead of what a tool like Jbuilder can generate as it generates smart code in addition to the skeleton code of the Client and Server programs. Saving a little effort and time in the building of client and server programs. The code generated also counts for fault-tolerance as try-catch wrap automatically around known fault-tolerance points predefined in normal transactions system.

Knowledge of only core elements of the system is required by the programmer/designer to build the DTD production rules, providing easy to use tool to developers.

The tool also shows to be very flexible as new XML elements can be added to or removed from a DTD document, provided it can be handled in the event handler / interpreter program.

XML is very popular and freely available technology as well as Java. The ease of access to elements and their values using XML – Java rich libraries makes it easy and flexible to modify the tool and enhance it.

The tool’s interpreter can be implemented in any other language, for example; C++ is a possible candidate. On the other hand, we’ve tried to implement it with Java script however, we faced the limitation of not being able to write out to a file from a browser due to security issues with the Internet browser.
The concept of our approach seems broad enough that any application can be described using XML specifications.

From another point of view, using our Object-Transaction relationships the tool can be replaced with any specification language, such as; Java cup, lex and yacc, etc. In relation to modeling tools like Rational Rose, there is potential that Rose can be used to generate an XML DTD from a class diagram where classes/objects can be mapped into XML elements forming a DTD document, (an add-in feature in Rose). The DTD document then can be used as a model DTD for an XML document, which can then be fed to our tool for processing. In other words, Rational Rose Modeling tool can play the role of an interface to our tool.

The major advantage of our approach is error free syntax since the code is automatically generated, provided the user input was syntax error free, in other words, our tool automates the standard coding for ITS programming. It is also worth mentioning that from a programmer’s point of view it allows the user to work at higher level and focus on the logic of system rather than having to spend time and effort on coding repetitive and common code to all systems. Relying on a tool to read centralized data and generate related code in two separate programs is a breakthrough to a programmer and the aim of software developing enterprises that try to build such tools.

6.2 Limitations of our tool

The tool seems to have some limitations that are summed as follows:

The order of tags is very important to define the relationship between objects and their methods. However, it may not be the exact order in which the user would like to see it,
thus, the user will have to manually reorder the events or transactions by simply cut and paste segments of code.

Knowledge of XML technology is necessary although is easy to learn and practice. The Interpreter / code generator needs to be updated if new XML elements where to be added to the tool especially if these new elements require special event handling. The use of tags for elements of the system could be a long process and could create a huge XML document and endless XML elements and tags. Dependability on other products; new releases of Visigenic ITS may force a new release of our tool.

6.3 Future work

The research material presented in this document doesn’t stop at this stage, however, the tool’s expansion and enhancement are definitely in the road ahead. Some of possible enhancement on the implemented tool in this thesis is in brief listed below;

Getting transaction context from a transaction factory can be added to the tool’s capability to interpret the user’s desires to use a transaction factory in the system.

The opportunity for implementing a handle for synchronization object is also open, as well as implementing coordinator/terminator events, and CORBA Exception Handling. Incorporating ITS session manager is also envisioned.

---

8 Includes methods that are made available for user’s implementation such as pre_commit() and post_commit()
6.4 Conclusion

This thesis has shown that specifications of a transaction system can be described with a high level language knowing core elements of a system, such as the listener objects on the server and the their methods to be invoked from the client side. The approach used introduced the Object-Transaction relationship as a parent-child relationship and used XML technology as a specifications-language to such relationships. The approach tested whether XML is sufficient to be used as a specifications language to describe partial system specifications. As a result of testing our approach with a couple of applications, the Bank application and the Point of Sale application, our XML JAVA parser showed success in generating code for the server and client programs. The generated server code registers listener objects with a CORBA ORB, while the generated client code is the standard code required in a client program to locates the objects on the orb and invoke transactions on them as required. Unlike BNF parsers like YACC the lack of look ahead mechanism with XML was faced in the implementation of the parser of the prototype. To overcome the limitation and to determine the element ahead of time we had to use a two-pass technique to parse the specifications and find specific elements and entities.

Our tool is a prototype of an interpreter for the specifications and a code generator, which would be able to successfully generate JAVA code that is CORBA compliant. The tool could be enhanced and made more general to handle more complex transactions system. In addition, the tool could be extended to generate code in different languages.
other than JAVA. It also can be implemented in different language other than JAVA if desired since XML is programming language independent.

The client program generated would need further modifications by the user if extra logic is required, i.e.; loops, if statements, etc., and that was expected since we used only partial system specifications. Again we clarify that partial system specifications language was sufficient to generate standard and common code to any transactions system like initialization of the ORB and BOA, in addition to smart code such as registering objects on the server side and invoking transactions on the client side. On the other hand, full system specifications would have been cumbersome and the complexity generating the specifications language would defeat the purpose of this thesis.

We believe that the idea and approach presented in this thesis have potential to ease programmer’s job to a certain degree and to be of good use to distributed transactions system developers with CORBA and JAVA technologies.
Appendix A

Listing of Translator, XMLParser, ServerWriter and ClientWriter Code

Translator.java : Parser Initiator

import java.io.*;

class Translator{

    public static void main (String[] args) throws IOException{

        BufferedReader stdin = new BufferedReader(new
        InputStreamReader(System.in));

        String filename;
        boolean stop = false;
        String string = new String();
        // instantiate the parser
        XmlParser xparser = new XmlParser();

        while (!stop){
            System.out.println("Please enter xml document or 'exit' to quit.");
            filename = stdin.readLine(); //get tasks.txt from a keyboard

            if (filename.equals("exit")){ //stop the translator program
                stop = true;
                System.out.println("The end!");
                System.exit(1);
            }

            else{
                try{
                    File file = new File(filename);
                    RandomAccessFile r = new RandomAccessFile(file, "r");

                    xparser.ParseXml(filename);
                    }catch( IOException e2){}
            }
        } //while
    } // main
} // translator
XMLParser.java: Parser / Event Handler

```java
import java.io.*;
import java.io.File;
import com.sun.xml.tree.*;
import org.w3c.dom.*;
import java.lang.*;
import com.sun.xml.parser.Resolver;
import com.sun.xml.tree.XmlDocument;
import org.xml.sax.InputSource;
import org.xml.sax.SAXException;
import org.xml.sax.SAXParseException;

public class XMLParser {

    static final String PACKAGE = "package";
    static final String VITS = "VITS";
    static final String OMG = "OMG";
    static final String PROPAGATION = "Propagation";
    static final String CURRENTREF = "CurrentRef";
    static final String LISTENEROBJECT = "ListenerObject";
    static final String BINDWITHOBJECT = "BindWithObject";
    static final String OBJECT = "Object";
    static final String IMPLICIT = "Implicit";
    static final String EXPPLICIT = "Explicit";
    static final String Tx = "Tx";
    static final String METHOD = "Method";
    static final String COMMIT = "Commit";
    static final String COMMITROUTINE = "CommitRoutine";
    static final String RETURNTYPE = "ReturnType";
    static final String STR = "String";
    static final String FLT = "float";
    static final String BOOL = "boolean";
    static final String ANY = "Any";
    static final String EMPLICITTOEXPLICIT = "ExplicitToExplicit";
    static final String EXPLICITTOEMPLICIT = "ExplicitToExplicit";
    static final String INSTANCE = "Instance";

    ClientWriter client = new ClientWriter();
    //create an object of class ServerWriter
    ServerWriter server = new ServerWriter();
    String LO, BWOBJ, temptype, tempvalue, LOName, BWOBJName,
    nonListObj;
    String Pvalue, Gvalue;
    boolean RegFlag = false, InvokeOnLO = false, InvokeOnBWO = false,
    registered = false;
    public XMLParser(){ } //constructor
    void ParseXml(String FileName)
    {
        InputSource input;
        XmlDocument doc, doc2;
        Element root, OrigRoot;

        //create an object of class ClientWriter
    }
```
try {
    // turn the filename into an input source
    input = Resolver.createInputSource (new File (FileName));

    // turn it into an in-memory object
    // ... the "false" flag says not to validate
    doc = XmlDocument.createXmlDocument (input, false);
    // normalize text representation
    // doc.getDocumentElement ().normalize();

    // access the elements here write server and client programs
    from here.
    // prettyprint
    // doc.write (System.out);
    root = (ElementNode)doc.getDocumentElement();
    System.out.println(root.getTagNames());
    GetData(root);
    secondPass(root);
    server.boaisReady();
}
} catch (SAXParseException err) {
    System.out.println("*** Parsing error"
            + ", line " + err.getLineNumber ()
            + ", uri " + err.getSystemId ());
    System.out.println("  " + err.getMessage ());
    // print stack trace as below
}
} catch (SAXException e) {
    Exception x = e.getException ();
    ((x == null) ? e : x).printStackTrace ();
}
} catch (Throwable t) {
    t.printStackTrace ();
}

void GetData(Element elem)
{
    Node first, last;
    NodeList cnodes, templist;
    String Evalue, tagName, proptype, curtype;
    boolean done = false;
    cnodes = elem.getChildNodes();
    int leng = cnodes.getLength();
    first = cnodes.item(0);
    last = cnodes.item(leng-1);
    tagName = elem.getTagNames();
    Evalue = first.getNodeValue(); //substring value as it adds
end space

    if (Evalue != null)
        Evalue = Evalue.trim();
    if (tagName == PACKAGE)
    {
        server.includePackage(Evalue);
        server.initOrb();

    }
client.includePackage(Evalue);
client.initOrb();
//client.startTx();

}
if( tagName == CURRENTREF)
{
curtype = elem.getAttribute("type");

if (curtype == OMG)
{
    // use additional methods of Visigenic ITS
    client.OMGCurrent();
}
if (curtype == VITS)
{
    client.VITSCurrent();
}
}
if (tagName == PROPAGATION)
{
proptype = elem.getAttribute("type");

if (proptype == IMPLICIT)
{
    // Use Current Interface
    // event handled by either OMG or VITS in CURRENTREF

tag
}
if (proptype== EXPLICIT)
{
    client.Coordinator();
}

/*
if (tagName == EMPLICITTOEXPLICIT)
if (tagName == EXPLICITTOIMPLIEDIT)
if (tagName == STR)
if (tagName == FL)
if (tagName == BOOL)
*/

if (tagName== LISTENEROBJECT )
{
    LO = Evalue;
    LOName = elem.getAttribute("name");
    if (Evalue != null)
    {
        server.RegisterObject(LOName, LO);
        server.getReady(LO);
        client.locateObject(LOName,LO);
    }
}

if (tagName == BINDWITHOBJECT)
{
    BWOBJ = Evalue;
BWObjName = elem.getAttribute("name");
if (Evalue != null)
{
    server.RegisterObject(LOName, LO, BWObj);
    server.getReady(BWObj);
    client.locateObject(BWObjName, BWObj);
}

while (first!= last)
{
    // there might be more children here.. go through the list

    if (first.hasChildNodes())
    {
        GetData((ElementNode)first);
    }
    first = first.getNextSibling();
}
// while

} // GetData

void secondPass(Element elem)
{
    Node firstElem, lastElem, GrandP, parent, next, pnode, method;
    NodeList cnodes, templist;
    String Evalue, Fname, Gname, tagName, proptype, currtype;
    boolean done = false;
    cnodes = elem.getChildNodes();
    int leng = cnodes.getLength();
    firstElem = cnodes.item(0);
    lastElem = cnodes.item(leng-1);
    tagName = elem.getTagName();
    Evalue = firstElem.getNodeValue();
    if (Evalue != null)
        Evalue = Evalue.trim();

    parent = firstElem.getParentNode();
    Pname = parent.getNodeName();
    GrandP = parent.getParentNode();
    Gname = GrandP.getNodeName();

    if (tagName== LISTENEROBJECT )
    {
        LO = Evalue;
        LOName = elem.getAttribute("name");
    }
    if (tagName == BINDWITHOBJECT)
    {
        BWObj = Evalue;
        BWObjName = elem.getAttribute("name");
    }
    if (tagName== TX)
    {
        if (Gname == LISTENEROBJECT )
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if (tagName == RETURNTYPE)
    {
        tempEvalue = Eval;
        tempType = elem.getAttribute("type");
    }

if (tagName == METHOD)
    {
        if (InvokeOnLO)
            {
                if (tempEvalue !=null && tempType !=null)
                    {
                        client.writeTx(tempType, tempEvalue, LO,
                            Eval);
                        InvokeOnLO = false;
                    }
                else
                    client.writeTx(LO, Eval);
            }
        else if (InvokeOnBWO)
            {
                if (tempEvalue !=null && tempType !=null)
                    {
                        client.writeTx(tempType, tempEvalue, BWOObj,
                            Eval);
                        InvokeOnBWO = false;
                    }
                else
                    client.writeTx(BWOObj, Eval);
            }
        else if (nonListenObj !=null)
            {
                if (tempEvalue !=null && tempType !=null)
                    {
                        client.writeTx(tempType, tempEvalue,
                            nonListenObj, Eval);
                    }
                else
                    client.writeTx(nonListenObj, Eval);
            }
        
        nonListenObj = null;
        tempEvalue = null;
        tempType = null;
    }
else if (tagName == OBJECT)
    {
        nonListenObj = Eval;
    }
if ((tagName == COMMIT) || (tagName == COMMITROUTINE))
{
    client.commitTx();
} // else (just declare the element as a variable with the element tag as type

/*else { ********************************************************
   declareElement(in the client) at the begining of main()
   */
while (firstElem!= lastElem)
{
    // there might be more children here.. go through the list
    if (firstElem.hasChildNodes())
    {
        secondPass((ElementNode)firstElem);
    }
    firstElem = firstElem.getNextSibling();

} // while

} // XmlParser
ServerWriter.java

import java.io.*;

class ServerWriter(
    String str;
    File f;
    RandomAccessFile sw;

    private String bwo, lo, historyObj = "orb";

    public void ServerWriter(){
        }

        void includePackage(String tang)
        {
            try{
                f = new File("Server.java");
                sw = new RandomAccessFile(f, "rw");
                str = "//This is a Server Program automatically generated

" + 
"//the Server performs the following according to
user specifications
" + 
"//1) import required libraries and packages
" + 
"//2) Initialize an ORB
" + 
"//3) register Objects in the ORB
" + 
"//4) wait for requests
" + 
"import " + tang + "." + "\n" + "import java.io.*;\nimport java.util.*;\n"
            sw.writeBytes(str);
        } catch(IOException e2){}

        }

        void initOrb()
        {
            try{
                str = "public class Server { \n" + 
"\t public static void main (String[] args) throws 
Exception" + "\n" + 
"\t\t\t Properties props = System.getProperties();\n" + 
"\t\t\t String services = "\n" ;\n" + 
"\t\t\t services = (String) props.get("ORBservices ");\n" + 
"\t\t\t\t if (services == null || 
services.length() ==0)\n" + 
"\t\t\t\t \{\n" + 
"\t\t\t\t\t props.put ("ORBservices ", 
"com.visigenic.services.CosTransactions ");\t + 
"\t\t\t\t\t } else { }\n" + 
"\t\t\t\t orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args, props);
" + 
"\t\t\t\t\t orb.BOA_init();\n" + 
"\t\t\t\t\t if (args.length != 1)\n" + 
"\t\t\t\t\t{ System.out.println ("Usage:"); }\n" + 
";
```java
sw.writeBytes(str);
} catch (IOException e2) {
}

void RegisterObject(String LObjClass, String LoInstance, String bindwithObj) {
    if (LoInstance != null)
        bwo = bindwithObj;

    if (bindwithObj != null)
    {
        historyObj = lo;
        str = LObjClass + " +LoInstance = " + LObjClass + "Helper.bind(orb," + "\"" + bwo + "\"" + """);\n"
        try{
            sw.writeBytes(str);
        } catch (IOException e2) {
        }
    }
}

void RegisterObject(String LObjClass, String LoInstance) {
    if (LoInstance != null)
        historyObj = "orb";

    str = LObjClass + " + LoInstance = new " + LObjClass + "Impl(" + "\"" + LoInstance + "\"" + "," + historyObj + ");\n"
    try{
        sw.writeBytes(str);
    } catch (IOException e2) {
    }
}

void getReady(String Lo) {
    if (Lo != null)
    {
        str = "boa.obj_is_ready("+Lo+");\n"
    }
    try{
        sw.writeBytes(str);
    } catch (IOException e2) {
    }
}

void boaisReady() {
    str = "boa.impl_is_ready(); \n} \n"
    try{
        sw.writeBytes(str);
    } catch (IOException e2) {
    }
}
ClientWriter.java

import java.io.*;

class ClientWriter{
    String str = "";
    File f;
    RandomAccessFile sw;

    public void ClientWriter(){

    void includePackage(String pack)
    {
        try(
            f = new File("Client.java");
            sw = new RandomAccessFile(f, "rw");
            str ="// This Client Program is automatically generated

            
            

            
            
            
            
            
            "import java.util.*;"
            +"import org.omg.CosTransactions.*;"
            +"import java.lang.*;"
            +"import java.io.*;"
            +"import org.omg.CosTransactions.*;"
            +"import java.io.*;"
            +"import java.lang.*;"
            +"import java.util.*;

            sw.writeBytes(str);
        ) catch(IOException e2){

        }

    void initOrb()
    {
        System.out.println("client!");
        try{
            str = "public class Client( \n" +
            "\t public static void main (String[] args) throws
            Exception" + "\n" +
            "\t{ \n\t\t boolean commit= false;" +
            "\n\t\tProperties props =
            System.getProperties();\n" +
            "\t\t" +"String services = "\n" ;" +
            "\t\t" + "services = (String) props.get("ORBservices" ;\n" +
            "\t\t" + "if (services == null ||
            services.length() ==0)\n" +
            "\t\t" + "{\n" +
            "\t\t\t" +"props.put ("ORBServices" ,
            "\"com.visigenic.services.CosTransactions\") ;" +
            "\n\t\t\t" + "} else { }\n" +
            "\t\t" + "org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb =
            org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args, props);\n" +
            "\t\t" + "org.omg.CORBA.BOA boa =
            orb.BOA_init();"
        }
    }

}
"\t"+ "if (args.length != 3)\n" +
"\t\t{ System.out.println ("Usage:");
}\n\n" + "\t"+ "// todo: customize the above check
and Usage msg: \n\n";

sw.writeBytes(str);
} catch(IOException e2){}

void locateObject(String LObjClass, String LObjInstance)
{
   try( str ="";
      str = "\n	"+LObjClass + " " + LObjInstance + " = " + LObjClass+"Helper.bind(orb," + "\""+LObjInstance+"\"" + " );\n";
      sw.writeBytes(str);
   } catch(IOException e2){}

void startTx()
{
   try
   {
      // instance of Current interface
      str = "\nCurrent current;\n" +
      " \t( org.omg.CORBA.Object initRef =
orb.resolve_initial_references(" TransactionCurrent ");\n"
      + ";\n" + "\n\tcurrent = CurrentHelper.narrow(initRef);\n\t"
   } catch(IOException e2){}

void writeTx(String ReturnType, String ReturnVar, String Obj, String method)
{
   try
   {
      if (ReturnType != null)
      {
         str = "\t\t// Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate \n\n" + "\t try( \n\t" +
ReturnType + " " + ReturnVar+ " = " + Obj + "." +
method + ";\n\t\t// other transactions go here\n" +
"\t\t) catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){} \n";
      }
      sw.writeBytes(str);
   } catch (IOException e2){}
   str = "";

void writeTx(String Obj, String method)
{
   try
   {
   
}
str = "// Tx goes here. Do: set return values and
parameters as appropriate \n\n" + "\t try( \n\t\t" +
Obj +"." + method + ";\n\n \t\t"+ 
")catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){} \n";
sw.writeBytes(str);
}catch (IOException e2){}

)

void commitTx()
{
try
{
str = "// if no exception raised then commit otherwise
rollback \n" + "\n\n\t//Commit or RoleBack the transaction\n" +
"\n\tcommit = true; \n\n"+
"\n\tif (commit)" +
"\n\t{ \n\t\tSystem.out.println(" *Transaction
Commited* ");" +
"\n\t\tcurrent.commit(false);" +
"\n\t}" +
"\n\telse" +
"\n\tt{\n\t\tSystem.out.println(" Rolling Back Tx" +
"\t");" +
"\n\tt\tcurrent.rollback(); \n\t\t\n\t\n\t\n\t\n\t\n\t\n\t\n\t\n\t}catch (IOException e2){}


void VITSCurrent()
{
try
{
str = "\norg.omg.CORBA.Object Obj =
orb.resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");" +
"\norg.visigenic.VISTransactoins.Current current " +
"n = org.visigenic. VISTransactoins.CurrentHelper.narrow(obj);" +
"\n current.begin();\n";
sw.writeBytes(str);
}catch (IOException e2){}

}

void OMGCurrent()
{
try {
str = "\norg.omg.CORBA.Object\n" +
" obj = orb.resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");" +
"\norg.omg.CosTransactions.Current " +
"\n current = org.omg.CosTransactions.CurrentHelper.narrow(obj);" +
"\n current.begin();\n";
sw.writeBytes(str);
}catch (IOException e2){}

}
void Coordinator()
{
    try
    {
        str = "\nControl_Var control;"+
            "\nTerminator_var newTranTerminator;"+
            "\nCoordinator_var newTranCoordinator;"+
            "\nNewTranTerminator = control.get_terminator();"+
            "\nNewTranCoordinator = control.get_coordinator();";
        sw.writeBytes(str);
    }
    catch (IOException e2){}
}
Appendix B

Listing of Generated Code; Client.java and Server.java for the Bank application

Client.java

// This Client Program is automatically generated
// according to user specs in XML doc.
// 1) imports required libraries and packages
// 2) set System properties
// 3) locate Object on the ORB
// 4) invoke transactions
// 5) Commit if all above return normal
// 6) Rollback in case of failure

import quickstart.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
import org.omg.CosTransactions.*;
import java.lang.*;
public class Client{
    public static void main (String[] args) throws Exception {
        boolean commit= false;
        Properties props = System.getProperties();
        String services = "";
        services = (String) props.get(" ORBservices ");
        if (services == null || services.length() ==0 ) {
            props.put ("ORBservices",
"com.visigenic.services.CosTransactions");
        } else {
            org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args,
props);
            org.omg.CORBA.BoA boa = orb.BoA_init();
            if (args.length != 3)
                { System.out.println ("Usage:"); }

        // todo: customize the above check and Usage msg:

        org.omg.CORBA.Object Obj =
orb.resolve_initial_reference("TransactionCurrent");
        org.visigenic.VISTransactoins.Current current
= org.visigenic. VISTransactoins.CurrentHelper.narrow(obj);
current.begin();

        Bank myBank = BankHelper.bind(orb,"myBank");
        // Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as
        appropriate

        try{
            Account acct1 = myBank.Get_Account(accountname);

            // other transactions go here

        }
catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}
// Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate
try{
	Account acc2 = myBank.Get_Account(accountname);

	// other transactions go here
}catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}
// Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate
try{
	acc1.Debit(Amt);

	// other transactions go here
}catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}
// if no exception raised then commit otherwise rollback

//Commit or RollBack the transaction
commit = true;

if (commit){
	System.out.println(" Transaction Commited ");

current.commit(false);
} else{
	System.out.println(" Rolling Back Tx ");
current.rollback();
}
}
Server.java

// This is a Server Program automatically generated
// the Server performs the following according to user specifications
// 1) import required libraries and packages
// 2) Initialize an ORB
// 3) register Objects in the ORB
// 4) wait for requests

import quickstart.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
public class Server {
    public static void main (String[] args) throws Exception {
        Properties props = System.getProperties();
        String services = "";
        services = (String) props.get(" ORBservices ");
        if (services == null || services.length() == 0)
            
            props.put ("ORBservices ",
                "com.visigenic.services.CosTransactions ");
        else {
            org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args, props);
            org.omg.CORBA.BoA boa = orb.BoA_init();
            if (args.length != 1)
                System.out.println ("Usage: ");
            Storage myStorage = StorageHelper.bind(orb,"myBank");
            Bank myBank= new BankImpl("myBank",orb);
            boa.obj_is_ready(myBank);
            boa.impl_is_ready();
        }
    }
}
Appendix C

Listing of Generated files; Client.java and Server.java for Point of Sale application

Client.java

// This Client Program is automatically generated
// according to user specs in XML doc.
// 1) imports required libraries and packages
// 2) set System properties
// 3) locate Object on the ORB
// 4) invoke transactions
// 5) Commit if all above return normal
// 6) Rollback in case of failure

import POS.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
import org.omg.CosTransactions.*;
import java.lang.*;

public class Client{
    public static void main (String[] args) throws Exception {
        boolean commit= false;
        Properties props = System.getProperties();
        String services = "";
        services = (String) props.get(" ORBservices ");
        if (services == null || services.length() ==0){
            props.put("ORBservices",
            "com.visigenic.services.CosTransactions");
        } else {
            org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args,
            props);
            org.omg.CORBA.BoA boa = orb.BoA_init();
            if (args.length != 3)
                System.out.println ("Usage:");
        }
        // todo: customize the above check and Usage msg:

        Store store = StoreHelper.bind(orb,"store" );
        StoreAccess storeaccess = StoreAccess
        Helper.bind(orb,"storeaccess" );
        Tax taxObj = TaxHelper.bind(orb,"taxObj" );
        // Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate
        try{
            storeaccess.FindPrice();
        }catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2){}
        // Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate
try {
    float STotals = storeaccess.GetStoreTotals();

    // other transactions go here
} catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2) {
    // Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate

try {
    float tax = taxObj.calculateTax(Amt);

    // other transactions go here
} catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2) {
    // Tx goes here. Do: set return values and parameters as appropriate

try {
    Visa.GetBalance();

} catch (org.omg.CORBA.SystemException e2) {
    // if no exception raised then commit otherwise rollback

    // Commit or RollBack the transaction
    commit = true;

    if (commit) {
        System.out.println(" *Transaction Committed* ");
        current.commit(false);
    } else {
        System.out.println(" Rolling Back Tx ");
        current.rollback();
    }
}
Server.java

// This is a Server Program automatically generated
// the Server performs the following according to user specifications
// 1) import required libraries and packages
// 2) Initialize an ORB
// 3) register Objects in the ORB
// 4) wait for requests

import POS.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
public class Server {
    public static void main (String[] args) throws Exception {
        Properties props = System.getProperties();
        String services = "";
        services = (String) props.get(" ORBservices ");
        if (services == null || services.length() == 0)
            props.put("ORBservices ", "com.visigenic.services.CosTransactions ");
        org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args, props);
        org.omg.CORBA.Boa boa = orb.Boa_init();
        if (args.length != 1)
            System.out.println("Usage:");
        Store store= new StoreImpl("store",orb);
        boa.obj_is_ready(store);
        StoreAccess storeaccess= new StoreAccess Impl("storeaccess",orb);
        boa.obj_is_ready(storeaccess);
        Tax taxObj= new TaxImpl("taxObj",orb);
        boa.obj_is_ready(taxObj);
        boa.impl_is_ready();
    }
}

Appendix D

Listing of CosTransactions.idl interface

// From OMG

#ifndef _costransactions_idl_
define _costransactions_idl_
#endif

#pragma prefix "omg.org"

module CosTransactions
{
    // Forward references for interfaces defined later in module

    // In Java we will generate pseudo classes for Current
    interface Current;

    interface TransactionFactory;
    interface Control;
    interface Terminator;
    interface Coordinator;
    interface RecoveryCoordinator;
    interface Resource;
    interface Synchronization;
    interface SubtractionAwareResource;
    interface TransactionalObject;

    // DATATYPES

datatype Status
{
    StatusActive,
    StatusMarkedRollback,
    StatusPrepared,
    StatusCommitted,
    StatusRolledBack,
    StatusUnknown,
    StatusNoTransaction,
    StatusPreparing,
    StatusCommitting,
    StatusRollingBack
};

datatype Vote
{
    VoteCommit,
    VoteRollback,
    VoteReadOnly
};

// Structure definitions
struct otid_t
{
    long formatID; // format identifier. 0 is OSI TP */
    long bqual_length;
    sequence <octet> tid;
};
struct TransIdentity
{
    Coordinator coordinator;
    Terminator terminator;
    otid_t otid;
};
struct PropagationContext
{
    unsigned long timeout;
    TransIdentity current;
    sequence<TransIdentity> parents;
    any implementation_specific_data;
};

// Heuristic exceptions
exception HeuristicRollback();
exception HeuristicCommit();
exception HeuristicMixed();
exception HeuristicHazard();
// Other transaction-specific exceptions
exception SubtransactionsUnavailable();
exception NotSubtransaction();
exception Inactive();
exception NotPrepared();
exception NoTransaction();
exception InvalidControl();
exception Unavailable();
exception SynchronizationUnavailable();

// Current transaction
//interface Current : CORBA::ORB::Current

// In Java we will generate pseudo classes for Current
interface Current
{
    void begin()
    raises(SubtransactionsUnavailable);
    void commit(in boolean report_heuristics)
    raises(
        NoTransaction,
        HeuristicMixed,
        HeuristicHazard
    );
    void rollback()
    raises(NoTransaction);
    void rollback_only()
    raises(NoTransaction);
    Status get_status();
    string get_transaction_name();
    void set_timeout(in unsigned long seconds);
    Control get_control();
    Control suspend();
    void resume(in Control which)
    raises(InvalidControl);
};
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interface TransactionFactory
{
    Control create(in unsigned long time_out);
    Control recreate(in PropagationContext ctx);
};

interface Control
{
    Terminator get_terminator()
    raises(Unavailable);
    Coordinator get_coordinator()
    raises(Unavailable);
};

interface Terminator
{
    void commit(in boolean report_heuristics)
    raises(
        HeuristicMixed,
        HeuristicHazard
    );
    void rollback();
};

interface Coordinator
{
    Status get_status();
    Status get_parent_status();
    Status get_top_level_status();
    boolean is_same_transaction(in Coordinator tc);
    boolean is_related_transaction(in Coordinator tc);
    boolean is_ancestor_transaction(in Coordinator tc);
    boolean is_descendant_transaction(in Coordinator tc);
    boolean is_top_level_transaction();
    unsigned long hash_transaction();
    unsigned long hash_top_level_tran();
    RecoveryCoordinator register_resource(in Resource r)
    raises(Inactive);
    void register_synchronization (in Synchronization sync)
    raises(Inactive, SynchronizationUnavailable);
    void register_subtran_aware(in SubtransactionAwareResource r)
    raises(Inactive, NotSubtransaction);
    void rollback_only()
    raises(Inactive);
    string get_transaction_name();
    Control create_subtransaction()
    raises(SubtransactionsUnavailable, Inactive);
    PropagationContext get_txcontext ()
    raises(Unavailable);
};

interface RecoveryCoordinator
{
    Status replay_completion(in Resource r)
    raises(NotPrepared);
};
interface Resource
{
    Vote prepare()
        raises(
            HeuristicMixed,
            HeuristicHazard
        );
    void rollback()
        raises(
            HeuristicCommit,
            HeuristicMixed,
            HeuristicHazard
        );
    void commit()
        raises(
            NotPrepared,
            HeuristicRollback,
            HeuristicMixed,
            HeuristicHazard
        );
    void commit_one_phase()
        raises(
            HeuristicHazard
        );
    void forget();
};

interface TransactionalObject
{
};

interface Synchronization : TransactionalObject
{
    void before_completion();
    void after_completion(in Status status);
};

interface SubtransactionAwareResource : Resource
{
    void commit_subtransaction(in Coordinator parent);
    void rollback_subtransaction();
};

}; // End of CosTransactions Module

#pragma prefix "
#pragma endif
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